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1 Introduction 

This document specifies a security mechanism that can be used in the context of the TEE Management 

Framework for the realization of the Security Layer. (See TEE Management Framework ([TEE Mgmt Fmwk]) 

section 8.2.) 

1.1 Audience 

This document is suitable for software developers implementing a security layer mechanism for the TEE 

Management Framework for the Trusted Execution Environment (TEE). 

This document is also intended for implementers of the TEE itself, its Trusted OS, Trusted Core Framework, 

the TEE APIs, and the communications infrastructure required to access Trusted Applications. 

1.2 IPR Disclaimer 

Attention is drawn to the possibility that some of the elements of this GlobalPlatform specification or other work 

product may be the subject of intellectual property rights (IPR) held by GlobalPlatform members or others. For 

additional information regarding any such IPR that have been brought to the attention of GlobalPlatform, 

please visit https://www.globalplatform.org/specificationsipdisclaimers.asp. GlobalPlatform shall not be held 

responsible for identifying any or all such IPR, and takes no position concerning the possible existence or the 

evidence, validity, or scope of any such IPR. 

1.3 References 

Table 1-1:  Normative References 

Standard / Specification Description Ref 

GPD_SPE_010 GlobalPlatform Device Technology 

TEE Internal Core API Specification 

[TEE Core] 

GPD_SPE_120 GlobalPlatform Device Technology 

TEE Management Framework 

[TEE Mgmt Fmwk] 

ISO/IEC 9797-1:2011 Information technology – Security techniques – 

Message Authentication Codes (MACs) – Part 1: 

Mechanisms using a block cipher 

[ISO 9797-1] 

RFC 2119 Key words for use in RFCs to Indicate Requirement 

Levels 

[RFC 2119] 

RFC 3610 (CCM) Generic authenticated encryption block cipher mode 

Counter with CBC-MAC (CCM) 

http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3610 

[RFC 3610] 

NIST SP 800-38D (GCM) Generic authenticated encryption block cipher mode 

with Galois/Counter Mode (GCM) 

http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/nistpubs/800-38D/SP-

800-38D.pdf 

[NIST 800-38D] 

https://www.globalplatform.org/specificationsipdisclaimers.asp
http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3610
http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/nistpubs/800-38D/SP-800-38D.pdf
http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/nistpubs/800-38D/SP-800-38D.pdf
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Table 1-2:  Informative References 

Standard / Specification Description Ref 

EN 14890-1:2008 Application Interface for smart cards used as Secure 

Signature Creation Devices - Part 1: Basic services, 

section 8.8 

[EN 14890] 

RFC 5869 HMAC-based Extract-and-Expand Key Derivation 

Function (HKDF) 

https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc5869 

[RFC 5869] 

1.4 Terminology and Definitions 

The following meanings apply to SHALL, SHALL NOT, MUST, MUST NOT, SHOULD, SHOULD NOT, and 

MAY in this document (refer to [RFC 2119]): 

 SHALL indicates an absolute requirement, as does MUST. 

 SHALL NOT indicates an absolute prohibition, as does MUST NOT. 

 SHOULD and SHOULD NOT indicate recommendations. 

 MAY indicates an option. 

Selected technical terms used in this document are defined in [TEE Mgmt Fmwk] and [TEE Core]. Additional 

terminology specific to this document is included in section 2.2.1. 

1.5 Abbreviations and Notations 

Selected abbreviations and notations used in this document are defined in [TEE Mgmt Fmwk] and [TEE Core]. 

Additional abbreviations and terminology specific to this document are included in section 2.2.1. 

1.6 Revision History 

Table 1-3:  Revision History 

Date Version Description 

November 2016 1.0 Public Release 
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2 Security Mechanism 

2.1 General Description 

The mechanism defined in this chapter is based on symmetric cryptography (AES-128, 192, or 256). This 

implies the distribution of a shared secret (K.Auth) to the addressed Security Domain (SD) before the 

mechanism can be used. This can be achieved by the usage of the StoreData command (see 

[TEE Mgmt Fmwk]) or by an initialization process during the manufacturing. 

In the current version of the specification, the following modes are supported: 

 AES in combination with HMAC (AES/HMAC) 

 AES-GCM ([NIST 800-38D]) 

 AES-CCM ([RFC 3610]) 

Note:  It is not expected that a TEE or an SD supports all modes and all key sizes. 

The shared secret is used to generate an initial set of session keys (K.ENC and optionally K.MAC) which are 

used to secure the communication during the setup of the secure channel as well as to guarantee the 

authenticity of the communication partner. 

As a result of the authentication process, new session keys SK.ENC and optionally SK.MAC are derived. 

These keys are used to protect subsequent administration commands. 

During the setup of the secure channel, both communication partners provide random data out of which 

session keys are generated. 

Replay attacks are detected by the usage of a send sequence counter (SSC). The initial value is generated 

based on random data from the SD and from an external entity such as a Trusted Service Manager (TSM). 

For convenience, all such external entities are referred to in this document as “the outside world”. 

The mechanism is defined according to [EN 14890] section 8.8. 

This secure channel method is intended to be used as a method for “implicit authorization” in the sense of the 

[TEE Mgmt Fmwk]. 
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2.2 Cryptographic Algorithms and Key Sizes 

2.2.1 Nomenclature 

Table 2-1:  Document Specific Nomenclature 

Term Definition 

K.Auth The shared secret key; authentication is based on knowledge of this key. The key is of 

type AES-128, AES-192, or AES-256. Before using the security mechanism defined in 

this chapter, this key needs to be provisioned into the SD. 

K.ENC The encryption key used during secure channel setup; K.ENC is derived from the 

shared master key K.Auth. 

K.MAC The key used for MAC computation in the course of secure channel setup. K.MAC is 

derived from the shared master key K.Auth. K.MAC is only used for AES/HMAC. 

K1 A 32-byte random octet string generated by the SD and used for secure channel key 

derivation. 

K2 A 32-byte random octet string generated by the outside world and used for secure 

channel key derivation. 

RND1 An 8-byte random number produced by the SD and used during secure channel setup 

to initialize the SSC and for secure channel key derivation. 

RND2 An 8-byte random number produced by the outside world and used during secure 

channel setup to initialize the SSC and for secure channel key derivation. 

SK.ENC The symmetric session key used for encryption; the SK.ENC is negotiated in the 

secure channel setup phase. 

SK.MAC The symmetric session key used for MAC calculation; the SK.MAC is negotiated in the 

secure channel setup phase. SK.MAC is only used for AES/HMAC. 

SSC Send Sequence Counter; a 16-byte value incremented before a new message 

(Command or Response) is generated. 
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2.2.2 Key Derivation 

This mechanism for the negotiation of session keys using AES is based on RFC 5869 ([RFC 5869]).  

Function signature: 

(K.I, K.C) := KEY_DERIVATION(K1, K2, RND1, RND2, UUID) 

Input: 

K1 random number, 32 bytes 

K2 random number, 32 bytes 

RND1 random number, 8 bytes 

RND2 random number, 8 bytes 

UUID of the SD, 16 bytes 

Output: 

K.I HMAC-SHA256 key – used for MAC computation 

K.C Symmetric AES-128, 192, or 256 key – used for message encryption 

Algorithm: 

Step 1:  Produce the key seed. 

KS := K1 XOR K2 

The key seed has a size of 32 bytes. 

Step 2:  Produce Key Input Data. 

Key data for MAC key: 

PRK := HMAC-SHA256(KS, RND1 || RND2) 

Step 3:  Derive Keys. 

The key to be used for MAC computation is: 

K.I := HMAC-SHA256(PRK, UUID || 0) 

The key to be used for message encryption computation is: 

K.C := TRUNCATE(HMAC-SHA256(PRK, K.I || UUID || 1), keysize), with keysize 128, 192, or 

256 bits 

K.C is an AES-128, 192, or 256 key. 

K.I is an HMAC-SHA256 key. 

Note:  TRUNCATE shortens the given data to the specified size. TRUNCATE(b1b2b3b4…bn, 4) will result in 

b1b2b3b4.  
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2.2.3 Keys Used in Secure Channel Setup 

In the setup phase of the secure channel, the volatile keys K.MAC and K.ENC are used for MAC computation 

and message encryption respectively. They are derived from the common secret K.Auth and the UUID of the 

SD. 

 K.MAC – Volatile key used for MAC computation in the setup phase of the secure channel (only used 

for AES/HMAC) 

 K.ENC – Volatile key used for message encryption in the setup phase of the secure channel 

These keys are derived as follows: 

K.MAC := HMAC-SHA256(K.Auth, UUID || 0) 

K.ENC := HMAC-SHA256(K.Auth, UUID || 1) 

2.2.4 Session Keys 

In the course of key negotiation, the protocol produces session keys. These keys are valid only while the 

secure channel is open. 

The key derivation as defined above SHALL be used. The random numbers used in key derivation are 

exchanged between the outside world and the SD: 

K1 is a 32-byte random number generated by the SD. 

K2 is a 32-byte random number generated by the outside world. 

RND1 is an 8-byte random number generated by the SD. 

RND2 is an 8-byte random number generated by the outside world. 

UUID is the uuid of the SD. 

The session keys are produced according to: 

(SK.MAC, SK.ENC) := KEY_DERIVATION(K1, K2, RND1, RND2, UUID) 

SK-MAC is only used for AES/HMAC. 

2.2.5 Send Sequence Counter (SSC) 

Additionally, the protocol exchanges random values RND1 and RND2 which are used for SSC initialization: 

RND1:  Random value produced by the SD (8 bytes) 

RND2:  Random value produced by the outside world (8 bytes) 

The SSC is defined as the concatenation of RND1 and RND2: 

SSC := CONCAT(RND1, RND2) 

The SSC has a size of 16 bytes. 

The SSC SHALL be incremented BEFORE the encryption/decryption is performed by the sender or validated 

by the receiver. 

The SSC SHALL be handled as an integer type in big-endian representation. 

Note:  CONCAT concatenates the given data in exactly the specified order. CONCAT(X1, … Xn) will result in 

X1 || … || Xn. 
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2.2.6 Encryption 

The crypto-algorithm to be used SHALL be AES in CBC mode for AES/HMAC, CCM, or GCM. The key length 

SHALL be 128, 192, or 256. 

ISO/IEC 9797-1 ([ISO 9797-1]) padding method 2 SHALL be used (0x80, 0x00, 0x00, …). 

The initialization vector (IV) SHALL be random (16 bytes for CCM and AES/HMAC and 12 bytes for GCM). 

The IV is generated by the sender for each message and included in the message header. 
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2.3 Protocol 

2.3.1 Protocol States 

The outside world and the SD each maintain a protocol state. 

The protocol state is changed in the setup phase and in the termination phase. While the secure channel is 

open and requests and responses are exchanged, the state (AUTH_SC) does not change. 

The following protocol states are defined: 

Table 2-2:  Protocol States 

State Meaning 

AUTH_NONE No secure channel is established. The outside world and the SD may exchange 

messages using the null security layer. 

AUTH_SETUP The setup of the secure channel is in process; messages SHALL be exchanged in the 

secure channel, but volatile keys K.MAC (for AES/HMAC only) and K.ENC SHALL be 

used for MAC and encryption respectively. These keys are derived from K.Auth (the 

shared secret). See section 2.2.2. 

AUTH_SC The secure channel has been established and the session keys have been negotiated. 

The SSC prefix SHALL be used; the SSC SHALL be included in the MAC/tag 

computation of requests and responses. 

 

Once the secure channel is set up and both parties reach AUTH_SC, the state does not change until the secure 

channel is closed. 

The possible state transitions are illustrated in the following diagram. 

Figure 2-1:  Possible State Transitions 
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In state AUTH_NONE, the outside world can send commands to the SD using the null security layer. In 

particular, the outside world may issue the SLSymBeginAuthenticate command and initiate the transition 

to state AUTH_SETUP. The outside world switches to AUTH_SETUP after the command has been sent to the 

SD. Thus, when the corresponding response arrives (in the secure channel), the rules for AUTH_SETUP apply. 

In state AUTH_SETUP the outside world can produce only the SLSymAuthenticate command or the 
Terminate command. The latter returns the system to the AUTH_NONE state. 

The outside world does not change state when the command has been issued. State transition happens only 

when the corresponding response arrives and no error has been reported by the SD. Thus the response for 

the SLSymAuthenticate command SHALL be processed according to the rules defined for the state 
AUTH_SETUP. 

Similarly, if the SD receives the Terminate command, it resets to AUTH_NONE. 

The SD SHALL transition to state AUTH_SC after it has produced the positive response for the 
SLSymAuthenticate command. 
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2.3.2 Secure Channel Setup Flow 

Figure 2-2:  Secure Channel Setup Flow 
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2.3.3 Security Layer Embedding 

Figure 2-3:  Command Flow  
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2.4 Error Behavior 

In case of errors (wrong MAC, wrong padding, invalid command data after encryption, etc.), the secure channel 

is terminated and the state is set to AUTH_NONE. The corresponding error code is returned using the 
admin-generic-cont-type container type for the encoding of the command response. 

2.5 Definition of Data Structures 

2.5.1 Encoding of the Security Container 

The security layer container conveys the administration commands and responses inside a secure channel. 

The container for the command (sent from the outside world to the SD) is as defined below (see 

[TEE Mgmt Fmwk]): 

ContainerContent ::=  SEQUENCE { 

  type   ContainerType, 

  header  OCTET STRING OPTIONAL, -- An ‘open’ type as defined in [TEE Mgmt Fmwk] 

        section 7.1, Future Type Extensions 

  payload  CHOICE { 

   anyData  [0] OCTET STRING, 

   cmdReqPayload  CmdReqPayload, 

   cmdRespPayload  CmdRespPayload 

  } 

 } 

 

The ContainerType definition in [TEE Mgmt Fmwk] is extended to include the header for this security layer 

mechanism: 

ContainerType ::= INTEGER (1..255) – according to [TEE Mgmt Fmwk] 

admin-generic-cont-type ContainerType ::= 1 

admin-slsym-cont-type ContainerType ::= 2 

GenericContainerType ::= ContainerType (admin-generic-cont-type) 

SLSymContainerType ::= ContainerType (admin-slsym-cont-type) 
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This specification adds one new container type to the definitions of the [TEE Mgmt Fmwk]: 

Table 2-3:  Container Types 

Container Type Name Container Type 

Value 

Header Type Header Value Octets 

GenericContainerType 0x01 n/a 

(header SHALL be 

absent) 

None 

SLSymContainerType 0x02 SLSymHeader type 

(defined below) 

The TLV structure 

(DER encoded) of the 

SLSymHeader type 

Reserved for future use [0x03-0x7F] RFU The TLV structure 

(DER encoded) of the 

RFU Header type 

Proprietary extensions 

(vendor-specific) 

[0x80..0xFF] Proprietary The TLV structure 

(DER encoded) of the 

proprietary Header type 

 

The header for the security layer mechanism is defined as follows: 

SLSymHeader ::= SEQUENCE { 

  version   INTEGER, 

  iv   OCTET STRING SIZE (12) | SIZE (16), 

  mac   OCTET STRING SIZE (16) 

 } 

 

Note:  CCM and GCM use the IV as nonce. The IV for GCM SHALL be 12 bytes and for CCM 16 bytes. The 

tag size of GCM and CCM SHALL always be 16 bytes. 

 

The elements SHALL be used as follows: 

 The value for version SHALL be 0x01000000. Future releases may define additional version numbers. 

 The iv element conveys the initialization vector to be used for AES decryption. 

 The mac element contains the HMAC or the tag value and SHALL be used by the receiving party to 

validate the package. 

The mac element is computed in state AUTH_SC as follows, for AES/HMAC: 

[AUTH_SC]:  MAC = HMAC-SHA(CONCAT(SSC, IV, C))  

or generated with the following input data, for GCM and CCM: 

[AUTH_SC]:  AADdata = SSC, nonce = IV, and payload = C 

where: 

 C is the encrypted payload (plus padding). 

 IV is the initialization vector used to encrypt the payload (AES CBC-enc) or acts as nonce in the GCM 

or CCM mode. 
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 SSC is the send sequence counter, which is incremented before each operation. The send sequence 

number is treated as a 16-byte big-endian number. 

In state AUTH_SETUP the SSC is undefined and SHALL be omitted from the MAC or tag computation, 

for AES/HMAC: 

[AUTH_SETUP]:  MAC = HMAC-SHA(CONCAT(IV, C)) 

or generated with the following input data, for GCM and CCM: 

[AUTH_SETUP]:  AADdata = null, nonce = IV, and payload = C 

 

The key to be used for the HMAC depends on the protocol state, as indicated in the following table. 

Table 2-4:  Key Used for HMAC Depending on Protocol State (AES/HMAC only) 

State Key for Mac Computation SSC Prefix 

AUTH_NONE Not applicable; no secure channel shall be used in this state. No 

AUTH_SETUP K.MAC No 

AUTH_SC SK.MAC Yes 

 

The algorithm for MAC calculation SHALL be HMAC-SHA256. 

The TLV encoding for the SLSymHeader is defined as follows: 

Table 2-5:  SLSymHeader TLV Encoding 

Tag Length Value Octets Presence 

0x04 0x2a SLSymHeader value M 

  Tag Length Value Octets  

  0x02 0x04 0x01000000 – for this version of the document M 

  0x04 0x10 Iv M 

  0x04 L Mac/tag M 

 

The length for Mac/tag SHALL be 0x20 for HMAC-SHA256 and 0x10 for GCM/CCM. 

For this security layer mechanism, the ContainerContent structure is sub-typed as follows: 

SLSymContainerContent ::= ContainerContent 

 (WITH COMPONENTS { 

  type   (SLSymContainerType) 

  header (INCLUDES OCTET STRING (CONTAINING SLSymHeader)) PRESENT,  
   -- value octets containing the DER-encoded value of any SLSymHeader type values 

  payload  (WITH COMPONENTS { anyData PRESENT }) 

 } 

 ) 
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In the request case: 

 The payload of the ContainerContent contains the encrypted administration command as a 

bytestream. 

 Command represents the (encrypted) TLV encoded administration command (payload). 

 The “Command” element in the payload element SHALL be encrypted (except in state AUTH_NONE). 

 The key for encryption depends on the protocol state. The table below summarizes the key usage for 

encryption. 

Table 2-6:  Key Usage for Encryption in Request 

State Key for Command Encryption 

AUTH_NONE None, payload SHALL be unencrypted 

AUTH_SETUP K.ENC 

AUTH_SC SK.ENC 

 

 The Command SHALL include ISO/IEC 9797-1 padding (0x80, 0x00, 0x00, …) up to the block size of 

the encryption algorithm (as AES-128, 192, or 256 is used, block size is 128 bits, 16 bytes). The 

padding SHALL be included in the encryption process. The receiver (SD) SHALL verify that after 

decryption the message has the correct padding. 

In the response case: 

 The payload of the ContainerContent contains the encrypted response to the administration 

command as a bytestream. 

 The payload represents the TLV encoded response for an administration command (payload). 

 The “Response” element in the payload element SHALL be encrypted (except in state AUTH_NONE). 

 The key for encryption depends on the protocol state. The table below summarizes the key usage for 

encryption. 

Table 2-7:  Key Usage for Encryption in Response 

State Key for Response Encryption 

AUTH_NONE None, response SHALL be unencrypted 

AUTH_SETUP K.ENC 

AUTH_SC SK.ENC 

 

The “Response” SHALL include ISO/IEC 9797-1 padding (0x80, 0x00, 0x00, …) up to the block size of 

the encryption algorithm (as AES-128, 192, or 256 is used, the block size is 128 bits, 16 bytes). The 

padding SHALL be included in the encryption process. The receiver (the outside world) SHALL verify 

that after decryption the message has the correct padding. 
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The diagrams below illustrate the construction of the security layer containers. 

Figure 2-4:  Construction of Security Layer Containers (AES/HMAC) 

 

 

Figure 2-5:  Construction of Security Layer Containers (CCM and GCM) 
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2.6 Processing 

2.6.1 Sender 

Figure 2-6 illustrates the behavior of the sender of a message. 

For the sake of clarity, only the states AUTH_SETUP and AUTH_SC are shown. The behavior in state 
AUTH_NONE is trivial, as no encryption and validation shall be done. 

Figure 2-6:  Behavior of Sender of Message 
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2.6.2 Receiver 

Figure 2-7 illustrates the actions to be carried out by the receiver of a message. 

Again, the diagram shows the steps in states AUTH_SETUP and AUTH_SC. The behavior in state AUTH_NONE 

is trivial, as no encryption and validation shall be done. 

Figure 2-7:  Behavior of Receiver of Message 
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2.7 Additional Commands 

This specification makes use of reserved command tags specified in Table 2-8. 

Table 2-8:  Command Tags Definition 

Command Name CommandID Value 

SLSymBeginAuthenticate 0x7F65 

SLSymAuthenticate 0x7F66 

Terminate 0x7F67 

SLSymProtocolInfo 0x7F68 

Reserved for future use  

(only ‘Application’ class tags of ‘Constructed’ types) 

[0x7F69 - 0x7F7F] 

Proprietary extensions (vendor specific) See [TEE Mgmt Fmwk] 

 

2.7.1 SLSymBeginAuthenticate 

This command starts the setup of a secure channel to a target SD.  

The command may be sent in an already established secure channel. The command SHALL terminate any 

secure channel session (implicit termination) and initiate the setup of a new secure channel. 

The command is allowed outside a secure channel (null security layer). 

2.7.1.1 Command Parameters 

SLSymBeginAuthenticate ::= [APPLICATION 101] SEQUENCE { 

 keyIDAuth  ObjectId 

} 

 

With the following attribute defining the command parameters: 

 keyIDAuth:  The ObjectId references the key which SHALL be used as the shared secret for the 

secure channel. The key must have been stored in the target SD before using the command 
StoreData or InstallSD. 

The CommandID value SHALL be 0x7F65. 

The SLSymBeginAuthenticate command SHALL transition the state of both the outside world and the SD 

to AUTH_SETUP. 

The general TLV encoding is defined as follows: 

Table 2-9:  SLSymBeginAuthenticate Command TLV Encoding 

Tag Length Value Octets Presence 

0x7F65 L SLSymBeginAuthenticate parameter M 

  Tag Length Value Octets  

  0x44 L keyIDAuth M 
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2.7.1.2 Response Output 

SLSymBeginAuthenticateResp ::= [APPLICATION 31] SEQUENCE { 

 uuid   UUID, 

 rnd1   OCTET STRING ( SIZE (8) ) 

} 

 

The response message comprises the following attributes:  

 uuid:  The UUID of the target SD. 

 rnd1:  The random value (RND1) picked by the target SD. The length of the random value SHALL be 

8 octets (bytes). 

The response SHALL be returned in the secure channel. Because the SD is in state AUTH_SETUP, it SHALL 

use the key K.MAC for the signature and K.ENC for encryption of the payload. K.MAC and K.ENC are derived 

as described in section 2.2.2. 

The general TLV encoding is defined as follows: 

Table 2-10:  SLSymBeginAuthenticateResp TLV Encoding 

Tag Length Value Octets Presence 

0x7F1F  0x1C SLSymBeginAuthenticateResp parameters M 

  Tag Length Value Octets  

  0x43 0x10 uuid M 

  0x04 0x08 rnd1 M 

 

2.7.1.3 Return Codes 

Table 2-11:  SLSymBeginAuthenticate Return Codes 

Return Code Reason 

TEE_SUCCESS Command has been successfully executed. 

TEE_ERROR_BAD_PARAMETERS Invalid command parameter.  

TEE_ERROR_OUT_OF_MEMORY There are not enough resources to perform this operation. 

TEE_ERROR_BAD_STATE The target SD has a wrong life cycle state. 

TEE_ERROR_ITEM_NOT_FOUND The target SD UUID cannot be found. 

 

In the case of TEE_SUCCESS, the admin-slsym-cont-type container type is used for the encoding of the 

command response. In the case of an error, the admin-generic-cont-type container type is used for the 

encoding of the command response.  
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2.7.2 SLSymAuthenticate 

This command completes the setup of the secure channel. After this command, both sides have agreed on 

session keys for encryption and integrity protection. 

The SLSymAuthenticate command is only allowed after the SLSymBeginAuthenticate command. Both 

the outside world and the SD SHALL be in state AUTH_SETUP. 

The outside world switches to the AUTH_SC state after it has received the SLSymAuthenticate response. 

After sending the OK response, the SD transitions to AUTH_SC. 

The command SHALL be sent inside the secure channel. As the outside world is still in state AUTH_SETUP, it 

SHALL use the key K.MAC for MAC computation and K.ENC for encryption of the payload. K.MAC and K.ENC 

are derived from the shared secret K.Auth using static values for K1 and K2 (see section 2.2.2). Within the 

established secure channel, all commands defined by [TEE Mgmt Fmwk] can be sent. 

2.7.2.1 Command Parameters 

SLSymAuthenticate ::= [APPLICATION 102] SEQUENCE { 

 uuid   UUID, 

 rnd2   OCTET STRING ( SIZE (8) ), 

 rnd1   OCTET STRING ( SIZE (8) ), 

 k2   OCTET STRING ( SIZE (32) ) 

} 

 

The attributes are as defined below: 

 uuid:  The UUID of the target SD. 

 rnd2:  The random value (RND2) generated by the outside world. 

 rnd1:  The random value (RND1) received from the target SD. 

 k2:  A 32-byte random number (K2) generated by the outside world. 

The CommandID value SHALL be 0x7F66. 

The general TLV encoding is defined as follows: 

Table 2-12:  SLSymAuthenticate Command TLV Encoding 

Tag Length Value Octets Presence 

0x7F66 0x48 SLSymAuthenticate parameters M 

  Tag Length Value Octets  

  0x43 0x10 uuid M 

  0x04 0x08 rnd2 M 

  0x04 0x08 rnd1 M 

  0x04 0x20 k2 M 
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2.7.2.2 Response Output 

SLSymAuthenticateResp ::= [APPLICATION 32] SEQUENCE { 

 uuid   UUID, 

 rnd2   OCTET STRING SIZE (8), 

 rnd1   OCTET STRING SIZE (8), 

 k1   OCTET STRING SIZE (32) 

} 

 

With the following attributes defining the command parameters: 

 uuid:  The UUID of the target SD. 

 rnd2:  The random value (RND2) received from the outside world. 

 rnd1:  The random value (RND1) generated by the target SD. 

 k1:  A 32-byte random number (K1) generated by the SD. 

The general TLV encoding is defined as follows: 

Table 2-13:  SLSymAuthenticateResp TLV Encoding 

Tag Length Value Octets Presence 

0x7F20 0x48 SLSymAuthenticateResp parameters M 

  Tag Length Value Octets  

  0x43 0x10 uuid M 

  0x04 0x08 rnd2 M 

  0x04 0x08 rnd1 M 

  0x04 0x20 k1 M 

 

2.7.2.3 Return Codes 

Table 2-14:  SLSymAuthenticate Return Codes 

Return Code Reason 

TEE_SUCCESS Command has been successfully executed. 

TEE_ERROR_BAD_PARAMETERS Invalid command parameter.  

TEE_ERROR_OUT_OF_MEMORY There are not enough resources to perform this operation. 

TEE_ERROR_BAD_STATE The target SD has a wrong life cycle state. 

TEE_ERROR_ITEM_NOT_FOUND The target SD UUID cannot be found. 

TEE_ERROR_MAC_INVALID Wrong MAC in header field or wrong padding/encryption. 

 

In the case of TEE_SUCCESS, the admin-slsym-cont-type container type is used for the encoding of the 

command response. In the case of an error, the admin-generic-cont-type container type is used for the 

encoding of the command response.  
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2.7.3 Terminate 

This command closes the secure channel. 

The target and the SD SHALL clear the session keys. The protocol state is set to AUTH_NONE. 

The terminate command SHALL be sent inside the secure channel. 

TEEC_CloseSession also terminates a secure session. 

2.7.3.1 Command Parameters 

Terminate ::= [APPLICATION 103] SEQUENCE { 

 uuid  UUID 

} 

 

With the following attribute defining the command parameter: 

 uuid:  The UUID of the target SD. 

The CommandID value SHALL be 0x7F67. 

The general TLV encoding is defined as follows: 

Table 2-15:  Terminate Command TLV Encoding 

Tag Length Value Octets Presence 

0x7F67 0x12 Terminate parameter M 

  Tag Length Value Octets  

  0x43 0x10 uuid M 

 

2.7.3.2 Response Output 

Not available 

2.7.3.3 Return Codes 

Table 2-16:  Terminate Command Return Codes 

Return Code Reason 

TEE_SUCCESS Command has been successfully executed. 

TEE_ERROR_BAD_PARAMETERS Invalid command parameter.  

TEE_ERROR_OUT_OF_MEMORY There are not enough resources to perform this operation. 

TEE_ERROR_BAD_STATE The target SD has a wrong life cycle state (no open session). 

TEE_ERROR_ITEM_NOT_FOUND The target SD UUID cannot be found. 

TEE_ERROR_MAC_INVALID Wrong MAC in header field or wrong padding/encryption. 

 

In the case of TEE_SUCCESS, the admin-slsym-cont-type container type is used for the encoding of the 

command response. In the case of an error, the admin-generic-cont-type container type is used for the 

encoding of the command response.  
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2.8 Audit Information 

To set up the secure channel between the outside world and the SD, the common secret K.Auth needs to be 

known. To look up the right K.Auth for the SD to address, the outside world needs the device ID and the UUID 

of the SD. This information is part of the standard audit information.  

For the audit of the security layer mechanism, the [TEE Mgmt Fmwk] defines the following structure: 

SecureLayerAuditInfo ::= [APPLICATION 29] SEQUENCE { 

protocol  UUID, 

protocolInfo  OCTET STRING OPTIONAL -- an ‘open’ type  

} 

For use in this specification, the attributes are defined as follows: 

 protocol – SDs providing the security layer mechanism defined in this document SHALL use as 

protocol value the following UUID: 

2f4d366b-2184-4879-9563-d123c1d6087e  

 protocolInfo – The protocolInfo SHALL have the following structure: 

 

SLSymProtocolInfo ::= SEQUENCE { 

 mode  SLSymModeType,  

 keySize INTEGER { bit128(1), bit192(2), bit256(3)},  
     -- keySize for the AES encryption 

 keyIDAuth ObjectId -- ID of the key associated with this protocol info 

} 

With the following attributes defining the command parameters: 

 mode – Mode type value in the range [1..255], as specified in Table 2-17. 

SLSymModeType ::= INTEGER (1..255) – any mode type value is in the range [1..255] (see 

Table 2-17) 

 keySize – Specifies the key size for the AES encryption. The following key sizes are permitted: 

128, 192, and 256 bits. 

 keyIDAuth – The ID of the key associated with this protocol info.  

Table 2-17:  Security Layer Mode Types 

SLSymModeType Name SLSymModeType Value 

SLSymSMode_AES-HMAC 0x00 

SLSymSMode_CCM 0x01 

SLSymSMode_GCM 0x02 

Reserved for future use [0x03-0XEF] 

Reserved for vendor specific enhancements [0XF0-0XFF] 
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The TLV encoding is defined as follows: 

Table 2-18:  SLSymProtocolInfo TLV Encoding 

Tag Length Value Octets Presence 

0x7F68 L SLSymProtocolInfo parameters M 

  Tag Length Value Octets  

  0x02 0x02 mode M 

  0x02 0x02 keySize M 

  0x44 L keyIDAuth M 

 

After establishment of a secure channel according to this security layer mechanism, audit commands SHOULD 

be issued within this channel to gain trustworthy audit data. 
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Annex A Assigned Values (Normative) 

A.1 Panic Context 

This is a Protocol interface and as such reports all errors over the protocol and does not designate any Panics. 

 

A.2 Specification UUIDs 

Table A-1:  Specification Reserved UUIDs 

Reserved UUID Description 

2f4d366b-2184-4879-9563-d123c1d6087e The UUID protocol value used by SDs providing the 

security layer mechanism defined in this specification. 
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Annex B ASN.1 Syntax (Normative) 

SLSymSecurityMechanismModule-v1000  DEFINITIONS IMPLICIT TAGS ::= 

BEGIN 

IMPORTS InstallTA, UninstallTA, UpdateTA, LockTA, UnlockTA, 

InstallSD, UninstallSD, BlockSD, UnblockSD,  

RestrictSD, UnrestrictSD, 

StoreData, DeleteData, ListObjects, LockTEE, UnlockTEE, 

StoreTEEProperty, FactoryReset,  

GetTEEDef, GetSDDef, GetListOfTA, GetTADef, 

InstallSDResp, ListObjectsResp, 

GetTEEDefResp, GetSDDefResp, GetListOfTAResp, GetTADefResp, 

ObjectId, UUID, AuthorizationToken, 

ContainerType, ContainerContent, SecurityContainer, 

GenericContainerContent, admin-generic-cont-type, 

TMFversion 

FROM  TEEManagementFrameworkModule-v1000; 

 

SLSymversion ::= INTEGER { slsym-version-v1000 (16777216) } -- The SLSym Security 
Mechanism versions with the current named version 1.0.0.0 encoded as the hexadecimal 
value 0x01000000 

 

SLSymBeginAuthenticate ::= [APPLICATION 101] SEQUENCE { 

 keyIDAuth  ObjectId 

} 

SLSymAuthenticate ::= [APPLICATION 102] SEQUENCE { 

 uuid   UUID, 

 rnd2   OCTET STRING (SIZE (8)), 

 rnd1   OCTET STRING (SIZE (8)), 

 k2   OCTET STRING (SIZE (32)) 

} 

Terminate ::= [APPLICATION 103] SEQUENCE { 

 uuid  UUID 

} 

SLSymBeginAuthenticateResp ::= [APPLICATION 31] SEQUENCE { 

 uuid   UUID, 

 rnd1   OCTET STRING (SIZE (8)) 
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} 

SLSymAuthenticateResp ::= [APPLICATION 32] SEQUENCE { 

 uuid   UUID, 

 rnd2   OCTET STRING (SIZE (8)), 

 rnd1   OCTET STRING (SIZE (8)), 

 k1   OCTET STRING (SIZE (32)) 

} 

 

CmdReqPayload ::= [APPLICATION 0] SEQUENCE {   

 version TMFversion DEFAULT gpd-tee-tmf-version-v1000,  

 token  AuthorizationToken OPTIONAL, 

 command CHOICE { 

   installTAcmd   InstallTA, 

   uninstallTAcmd  UninstallTA, 

   updateTAcmd   UpdateTA, 

   lockTAcmd   LockTA, 

   unlockTAcmd   UnlockTA, 

   installSDcmd   InstallSD, 

   uninstallSDcmd  UninstallSD, 

   blockSDcmd   BlockSD, 

   unblockSDcmd   UnblockSD, 

   restrictSDcmd  RestrictSD, 

   unrestrictSDcmd  UnrestrictSD, 

   storeDatacmd   StoreData, 

   deleteDatacmd  DeleteData, 

   listObjectscmd  ListObjects, 

   lockTEEcmd   LockTEE, 

   unlockTEEcmd   UnlockTEE, 

   storeTEEpropertycmd StoreTEEProperty, 

   factoryResetcmd  FactoryReset, 

   retrieveTEEdefcmd  RetrieveTEEDef, 

   retrieveSDdefcmd  RetrieveSDDef, 

   retrieveListOfTAcmd RetrieveLOTA, 

   retrieveTADefcmd  RetrieveTADef, 

-- end of commands defined in the [TEE Mgmt Fmwk] document 

   sLSymBeginAuthenticatecmd SLSymBeginAuthenticate,  
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   sLSymAuthenticatecmd  SLSymAuthenticate,  

   terminatecmd    Terminate 

-- new commands may be defined after this marker 

 } 

} 

 

CmdRespPayload ::= [APPLICATION 1] SEQUENCE {  

 returnCode       INTEGER, 

 response         CHOICE { 

  installSDresp  InstallSDResp, 

  listObjectsresp   ListObjectsResp, 

  getTEEdefresp  GetTEEDefResp, 

  getSDdefresp   GetSDDefResp, 

  getListOfTAresp  GetListOfTAResp, 

  getTAdefresp   GetTADefResp, 

-- command responses defined in the [TEE Mgmt Fmwk] document 

sLSymBeginAuthenticateresp SLSymBeginAuthenticateResp, 

sLSymAuthenticateresp  SLSymAuthenticateResp 

-- new command responses may be defined after this marker 

 } OPTIONAL 

} 

 

admin-slsym-cont-type INTEGER ::= 2 -- value 2 is reserved for the admin-slsym-cont-type 

SLSymContainerType ::= ContainerType (admin-slsym-cont-type) 

 

SLSymHeader ::= SEQUENCE {  

  version SLSymversion DEFAULT slsym-version-v0111,  

  iv  OCTET STRING (SIZE (12) | SIZE (16)), 

  mac  OCTET STRING (SIZE (16)) 

 } 

 

SLSymContainerContent ::= ContainerContent 

( WITH COMPONENTS { 

type (INCLUDES SLSymContainerType), 

   header (INCLUDES OCTET STRING (CONTAINING SLSymHeader)) PRESENT, 

payload (WITH COMPONENTS { anyData PRESENT} ) 
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}) 

 

SLSymSecurityContainer ::= SecurityContainer 

(WITH COMPONENTS { 

  version, 

  content (INCLUDES GenericContainerContent | SLSymContainerContent) 

}) 

 

SLSymModeType ::= INTEGER (1..255) 

 

SLSymProtocolInfo ::= SEQUENCE { 

mode  SLSymModeType,  -- secure channel mode 

keySize INTEGER {bit128(1), bit192(2), bit256(3)}, --keySize for the AES encryption 

keyIDAuth ObjectId   -- ID of the key associated with this protocol info 

} 

 

END 
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